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POLICE SCIENCE BOOK REVIEWS
wealth of illustrations, and the easy readability combine to make this a volume that
conforms to the spirit of its subtitle, "A textbook for students and a guide for the
practitioner."
FRANK R. DUTRA, M.D.
Kettering Laboratory
Univ. of Cincinnati, Medical School.
PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED
(Titles listed here are not thereby precluded from later review)
FORENSIC MEDICINE. By Douglas J. A. Kerr. Fourth Edition. Adam & Charles
Black, London. 1946. Pp. 349.
MARIHUANA IN LATIN AMERICA, THE THREAT IT CONSTITUTES. By Pablo
Osvaldo Wolff. The Linacre Press, Washington, D. C. 1949. Pp. 56. $1.50.
THE SEXUAL CRIMINAL. By J. Paul DeRiver. Charles C. Thomas, Springfield,
Illinois. 1950. Pp. 281. $5.50.
PRACTICAL REPORT WRITING. By Selby Santmyers. International Textbook Com-
pany, Scranton, Pennsylvania. 1949. Pp. 118. $2.75.
INVESTIGATION OF CRIMES AND ACCIDENTS. By Public Service Institute. Penns
Valley Publishers, State College, Pennsylvania. 1949. Pp. 194.
12 AGAINST CRIME. By E. D. Radin. G. P. Putnam's Sons, New York. 1950.
CRIMINAL LAW FOR POLICE OFFICERS. By Harry Bloomberg. Published by
author, 13 South Street, Boston. 1948.
A POLICE GUIDE TO THE LAW OF EVIDENCE. By R. Wolfe. College Chambers,
Dunlaoghaire, Co. Dublin.
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